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ABSTRACT
Arlinghaus, Mark. M.S.Egr Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State University, 2009.
Autopilot Development for an RC Helicopter.
The development of an autopilot system for an RC helicopter presents interesting challenges
from both a hardware and controls standpoint. The system detailed in this thesis utilizes a 13
state Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to fuse sensor data and provide a position/velocity/attitude
estimate. A novel, state of the art hybrid PID/LQR controller is developed and compared with a
full state Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR). The hybrid controller uses a proportional position,
PID velocity outer loop coupled with an inner loop LQR for attitude control. The entire system is
developed and implemented in hardware to produce a functional autopilot. The unit was installed
on an Align Trex 600 RC helicopter and demonstrated its ability to hover the helicopter at a desired
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Unmanned vehicles have the potential to change the way we live and work. The advancement
of cheap computing power will enable these unmanned robots to leave the connes of military,
manufacturing, and academia to perform tasks in our daily lives. They are able to quickly and
easily perform tasks that would otherwise be costly, dangerous, or even just benign. Unmanned air
vehicles (UAVs), in particular, have already found their place in the armed forces and are making
their way into civilian life.
The military currently uses unmanned aircraft to perform intelligence gathering missions and is
beginning to use them for attacking targets [6]. There are many advantages to using unmanned air-
craft as opposed to manned aircraft in that they are cheaper, more ecient, and more maneuverable;
not to mention the reduced risk to human life. There are many possible applications for unmanned
aircraft such as search and rescue operations where an entire swarm of UAVs can be deployed for
a fraction of the cost of manned aircraft and, with the use of GPS and autonomous path planning,
perform a more thorough search. Other ideas for UAV applications include border patrol, trac
surveillance and enforcement, as well as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data collection and
mapping.
Unmanned helicopters present a performance trade o with xed wing UAVs. Helicopters are
extremely maneuverable and able to take o and land vertically, thus greatly enhancing their usabil-
ity in remote locations or very close spaces, such as indoors. Fixed wing aircraft, on the other hand,
need a moderate amount of room (depending on their size) for takeo and landing, and because
of limited maneuverability, cannot y in tight spaces. The hovering capability of a helicopter also
1
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allows much closer and more persistent surveillance of a xed target than a xed wing aircraft that
must perform a y-by or circle overhead. A few disadvantages to helicopters include a limited ability
for carrying payloads, short ight times, and high noise levels compared with xed wing UAVs. He-
licopters are also inherently unstable and require advanced control algorithms and provide a limited
robustness to high winds.
This thesis presents the development of an autopilot system for an RC helicopter that is capable
of hovering and, in the future, waypoint following. There have been many previous attempts,
both successful and unsuccessful/incomplete ([7], [8]), to implement an autopilot system for RC
helicopters. Gavrilets et al. at MIT created an autopilot system using PID controls after developing
a sophisticated dynamic model of the helicopter ight characteristics ([9], [10],[11]). Abbeel et al.
at Stanford University also developed an autopilot for an RC helicopter using LQR methods as well
as reinforcement learning ([12] [13]). Successful autonomous helicopters have also been designed at
Berkely ([14], [15]), Georgia Tech [16], and the University of Southern California [17].
In this project, an autopilot system is developed using an LQR controller, as well as a PID/LQR
hybrid controller. A 13 state Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to fuse data from a Global
Positioning System (GPS), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), as well as other sensors to form an
estimate of the helicopter position and attitude. The autopilot and sensors are mounted on an Align
T-Rex 600 helicopter for testing and verication. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the hardware
design and sensors present in the autopilot system, Chapter 3 details the state estimation algorithm,




The aircraft chosen for this project is the T-Rex 600 electric helicopter by Align (Figure 2.1). This
helicopter is small enough to be safely own around campus while at the same time powerful enough
to lift the avionics package easily. The sensor suite includes a Crista IMU, Ublox 4Hz GPS unit, Hon-
eywell HMC2003 magnetometer, and an absolute pressure sensor from VTI Technologies (SCP1000).
The sensor information is processed using a PIC32 32 bit microcontroller as well as a dsPIC30F3012
16 bit microcontroller, both from Microchip Technologies. Telemetry data is transmitted to the
ground station using a 900 MHz Maxstream 9Xtend RF modem.
2.1 Helicopter Platform
The Align Trex 600 electric helicopter has a main rotor diameter of 1350 mm (≈ 4′5”) and is 1200 mm
(≈ 3′11”) long with a ying weight of 3 kg (≈ 6.6lbs). The helicopter utilizes a 6S 5000 mAh LiPo
battery to power the motor, and a 2S 2500 mAh battery to operate the RC receiver and the servos.
The BL 650L brushless motor can output a maximum of 2000 W (60 sec) at a maximum current of
85 Amps (60 sec). Using this setup under normal ight conditions results in helicopter ight times
around 10 minutes nonstop. The exact amount of additional payload capability is unknown, but it
is estimated to be around 2-3 kg (≈ 4− 6lbs).
3
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Figure 2.1: Align Trex 600 helicopter with autopilot system.
2.2 Sensors
2.2.1 Inertial Measurement Unit
The Crista IMU is a small (2.05" x 1.55" x 1.00"), 3 axis angular rate and acceleration sensor made
by Cloud Cap Technology shown in Figure 2.2. The unit is temperature compensated from −40◦C
to 80◦C with a measurable range of ±10g for the accelerometers and ±300 degrees per second for
the angular rate gyros [18]. The IMU has a data interface of either CAN bus or RS232 and provides
output data rates up to 368 Hz and internal A/D sampling rates over 3 kHz. In this application,
the IMU transmits inertial measurements using the RS232 interface at 10 Hz x 300 oversamples.
This means that the unit is internally sampling the inertial sensors at 3 kHz and transmitting the
average of every 300 samples to the autopilot system.
Figure 2.2: Crista IMU by CloudCap Technologies
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The Inertial Measurement Unit is interfaced with the PIC32 microcontroller via an RS232 con-
nection at 115.2 kilobits/s. The IMU transmits a 24 byte information packet to the microcontroller
containing acceleration data, angular rates, and timing information. Each packet begins with two
synchronization bytes of 0x55 and 0xAA, followed by 20 bytes of information, and nally a two byte
cyclic redundancy check (CRC). The two CRC bytes are a function of the incoming data packet
and a table of values given by the manufacturer and are calculated via the function shown in Figure
2.3. If the calculated CRC bytes don't match the last two bytes of the incoming packet, the data is
discarded.
Figure 2.3: Code snippet of the function used to calculate the CRC values for the IMU.
The IMU is placed just to the rear of the main body of the helicopter as close as possible to
the center of gravity, thus reducing the lever arm eect (pure rotations of the helicopter being seen
as rotations plus accelerations). During ight, the IMU is subjected to vibrations due to the main
rotor and tail blades being slightly out of balance. These vibrations can have negative eects on
the measured accelerations. To help reduce these eects, the IMU is placed on a thick rubber pad
(an old mousepad) in order to dampen any high frequency vibrations during ight. This padding,
coupled with a high internal sampling rate, helps to smooth the accelerometer readings during ight
(although not completely). Figure 2.4 shows the measured body frame accelerations and Figure 2.5
shows the measured angular rates during a hovering ight.
2.2.2 Global Positioning System
A Ublox 4 Hz GPS is mounted on top of the tail boom approximately 27 cm from the main shaft and
communicates with the autopilot system via an RS232 connection at 115 kbit/s. The GPS outputs
earth centered - earth xed (ECEF) position and velocity data as well as the estimated accuracies of
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Figure 2.4: IMU measured accelerations during hover
Figure 2.5: IMU measured angular rates during hover
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the position and velocity solutions. The position and velocity accuracy of the GPS is approximately
1.4m and 0.4m/s when tracking 11 satellites, and degrades as the number of visible satellites drops.
The distance between the GPS unit and the IMU (≈ 18cm) is well within the position error margins
of the GPS and therefore this translation is not accounted for in the estimation algorithm.
Figure 2.6: Top and bottom of a Ublox 5 GPS with integrated patch antenna purchased from
Procerus UAV.
Ublox Binary Data Protocol
The GPS outputs data using the ublox binary data protocol. This protocol consists of various length
packets of 8 bit binary data that must be received and decoded in the microcontroller. During the
initialization procedure, conguration packets are sent to the GPS to specify the data to output,
output rate, and communication port settings. After this step, the GPS automatically transmits
position and velocity data to the autopilot at the maximum rate of 4 Hz.
Figure 2.7: Structure of a Ublox binary data packet (gure from [1]
The packets are decoded according to the communication protocol denitions found in [1]. Each
packet starts with a two byte header, 0xB5 and 0x62, indicating the start of a new packet (Fig.
2.7). The next two bytes contain the message class and the message ID which identify the type of
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packet being received. Since each packet has a known format, the bytes can be decoded into the
desired information and cast into the specic data types using the Little Endian format. The two
byte checksum is iterated as shown in Fig. 2.8 on every byte except for the header (two bytes). In
the same manner as the IMU, if the calculated checksum bytes do not correspond with the received
checksum bytes, the data is discarded.
Figure 2.8: Computing the checksum bytes
Coordinate Transformation
The GPS positions in ECEF must rst be translated and rotated into a local level tangent frame
before they can be used in the state estimation. In this application, an east, north, up (ENU)
coordinate frame is chosen with the origin coinciding with the location of the helicopter during the
initialization period. When the helicopter is rst powered up, the GPS position x (ECEF) after 30
seconds is used for the ENU origin. This value is then converted to latitude and longitude (2.1-2.2),


















− sin(Olon) cos(Olon) 0
− sin(Olat cos(Olon) − sin(Olat) sin(Olon) cos(Olat)









The plot in Figure 2.9 shows the GPS position x while the helicopter is remaining completely
still. The position deviations can be compared with the GPS computed position accuracy in Figure
2.10. Although the distance from the origin is comparable to the GPS derived position accuracy,
the variance on the GPS estimates is quite low, only 0.1089m2 and 0.1017m2 for the east and north
directions, respectively.
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Figure 2.9: GPS positions during a static data collection.
Figure 2.10: GPS accuracy during a static data collection. Note: (0,0) location is initialized as the
GPS computed location at the beginning of the data collection.
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2.2.3 Magnetometer
The yaw angle of the helicopter is measured directly with a Honeywell HMC2003 magnetometer
placed on the tail boom next to the GPS. The sensor outputs analog signals proportional to the
sensed magnetic eld in the X, Y, and Z coordinate planes. The X and Y signals can then be
combined according to (2.4) to form an estimate of the yaw angle with respect to magnetic north
[19]. There are several problems that need to be overcome, however, before equations (2.4) can be



















if Ymeas > 0
ψ = 0 if Ymeas = 0 and Xmeas > 0
ψ = π if Ymeas = 0 and Xmeas ≤ 0
Sensor Element Alignment
The compass utilizes magnetoresistive elements to detect a magnetic eld. These elements change
resistance when a magnetic eld is present in the direction of their sensitive axis. Unfortunately,
the magnetoresistive elements become misaligned over a period of time or if they are subject to
a strong external magnetic eld. These misalignments can seriously degrade the sensitivity of the
compass to magnetic elds. Due to this vulnerability, Honeywell built a reset strap into each axis
that, when pulsed with very high current (> 3 Amps) will induce a magnetic eld that can realign
the magnetoresistive elements and enable the sensors to detect elds down to 500 µGauss.
The reset straps are connected in series to ensure an even current through each strap, giving
a total resistance of 4.5Ω. In order to supply the required 3 Amp pulse, a capacitor is charged
with 13.5 Volts and switched across the reset straps. The reset circuit described in [2] is shown in
Figure 2.11, the 0.022 uF capacitor makes sure that the transistor only stays on for a short period
to prevent overheating the reset strap. Five of these reset pulses are sent every time the autopilot
unit is turned on.
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Figure 2.11: Reset Circuit - (Image obtained from [2])
Sensor Oset
Another problem with the HMC2003 compass is an oset that is present in the output voltage. In
order for the heading equations (2.4) to apply, the oset needs to be calculated and removed. The
preferred method to calculate these osets, described in [3], is to send a "reset" pulse of >3 Amps
through the reset strap and measure the compass output, then send a "set" pulse of < -3 Amps to
completely reverse the sensor alignment and measure the output again (Fig. 2.12). The average of
these two outputs, assuming that the compass never moved, is the oset voltage.
Unfortunately, the circuit described previously sends only "reset" pulses to the compass. There-
fore, another method was found to calculate the oset voltages. The helicopter was simply placed
on a rotating platform and spun in circles while recording the raw data from the X and Y magne-
tometers. The data can then be plotted to reveal a sine wave that should be centered around 0 Volts
(Figure 2.13). Due to the oset, however, the waveforms will be centered around some constant value
which is the sensor oset. The calculated osets are then subtracted out of each magnetometer axis
every time a measurement is made. The osets for each axis remain constant throughout the life of
the compass and thus only need to be calculated once.
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of Sensor Oset - (Image obtained from [3])
Figure 2.13: Sensor Oset Calculation
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Tilt Compensation
Earth's magnetic eld vectors do not travel directly along the surface. In Dayton, Ohio, they point
downward at a 70 degree angle towards magnetic north. The methods described in previous sections
rely on the horizontal component of the magnetic eld for calculating the heading angle. When
the helicopter and therefore, the compass is tilted, the X and Y magnetometer measure (quite
signicant) portions of the Z direction magnetic eld. This results in incorrect X and Y readings
and thus an incorrect heading. Since dierent attitudes occur regularly during helicopter ight, the
compass readings must be compensated for these variations.
This problem can be solved by measuring the 3D magnetic eld and resolving it back into its
horizontal components using the known pitch and roll of the helicopter [20]. The process is very
similar to transforming between body frame coordinates and the navigation frame except the yaw







cos(θ) sin(θ)sin(φ) − sin(θ) cos(φ)
0 cos(φ) sin(φ)







Once the horizontal components are found, the equations shown in (2.4) can be used to nd
the tilt-compensated heading. The compensation equations were tested by tilting the helicopter in
both the pitch and roll directions, while holding a consistent heading. The compensated heading
calculation, although still not perfect, is much better than the uncompensated heading, varying a
maximum of 8◦ from the actual heading during the test (Figure 2.14).
Other Compass Issues
Another problem that was encountered with the compass was interference caused by the RF modem
transmitting telemetry data back to the ground station. The radio waves were being sensed by the
compass resulting in erroneous heading values during this time. After several shielding attempts,
the problem was solved by simply turning o the ADC sampling function while transmissions were
taking place, and for a small delay afterwards. It was also discovered that the compass outputs
were unable to source or sink enough current to fully charge or discharge the sampling capacitors on
the dsPIC30F3012 ADC during the sampling time allotted. This would cause one axis signal to be
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Figure 2.14: Tilt Compensation Results: The helicopter was tilted in both the pitch and roll direc-
tions, while the yaw direction was held constant.
coupled into the other readings and vice versa, thus corrupting the measurements. The problem was
solved by buering each signal through an LM324 op amp using the circuit shown in Figure (2.15).
Finally, the heading measurements obtained from the magnetic compass are accurate to ±5◦, given
the compass is level and no tilt compensation is required.
Figure 2.15: Op Amp Buer Circuit used for compass inputs.
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2.2.4 Altimeter
The autopilot system utilizes an SCP1000 absolute pressure sensor from VTI technologies (Figure
2.16). The pressure sensor is capable of measuring barometric pressures between 30kPa - 120kPa
with a resolution of 1.5 Pa. The sensor can be operated in one of two modes, high resolution (17
bits) - low speed (1.8 Hz), or high speed (9 Hz) - low resolution (15 bits). In this application, the
sensor is programmed to run in the high speed mode. The sensor communicates with the PIC32
microcontroller as a slave on an I2C connection operating at 400 kHz. The SCP1000 uses a digital
I/O line to signal when it is ready to transmit data to the PIC32. Upon acknowledgment of the
signal, the PIC32 initiates communication to the SCP1000 and receives the necessary data.
The data output is converted to barometric pressure in Pascals, and then to altitude using
equations (2.6) - (2.7). The sensor is located underneath the PIC32 microcontroller to protect it
from any external wind disturbances (including the rotor wash of the main blades). Experimental
results show that altitude measurements are accurate to approximately 0.3 meters. It should be
noted, however, that this accuracy is stated as a relative value to reference measurements over a
short period of time. The absolute accuracy of the pressure derived altitude is extremely dependent
upon weather conditions, atmospheric model, etc.













The processing load is shared between two microcontrollers, a PIC32 and a dsPIC30F3012 both
from Microchip Technologies. The PIC32 is a 32 bit microcontroller running at 80 MHz and is
capable of executing 1.5 instructions per cycle, allowing it to run at 120 million instructions per
second (MIPS). The PIC32 also contains a 32 bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU) that can perform
single cycle multiplies of oating point numbers. The dsPIC30F3012 is a small package (18 pin), 16
bit microcontroller that runs at 30 MIPS. It contains a 12 bit A/D converter with up to 8 channels
and sampling rates up to 200 kHz.
The two processors share information via an Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) connection at 400
kHz. The more powerful PIC32 communicates with the GPS and IMU through two RS232 ports at
115 kbaud, communicates with the altimeter through a second I2C connection, and also performs
the main state estimation and control loops which will be described in more detail in the chapters
that follow. The PIC32 also records all of the signals that the pilot is giving via the manual control.
This is helpful during data collection for the purpose of identifying a model of the data.
The smaller dsPIC utilizes its superior A/D converter to read and process the 3 magnetometer
signals and transmits the data to the PIC32 via I2C (Figure 2.17). The dsPIC also serves as the
interface between the autopilot and the wireless modem, receiving telemetry data (current state and
control signals) from the PIC32 and relaying it to the wireless modem for transmission to the ground
station. The dsPIC is also responsible for reading the pulsewidth on the gear channel (Auto/Manual
switch) to determine whether autopilot or manual mode is desired. A general schematic of the au-
topilot hardware is shown in Figure 2.17.
2.3.2 Switching between Auto and Manual Modes
For safety purposes, a manual RC controller can also be used to y the helicopter at any time. If
the autopilot experiences a glitch and the helicopter is crashing, manual control can be obtained
by switching the gear channel on the RC transmitter. This is made possible by running the servo
signals from the RC receiver and the autopilot through a 5 channel, 2 into 1 multiplexer. The dsPIC
reads the received pulse width of the gear channel and pulls the select line of the multiplexer either
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Figure 2.17: Schematic of hardware conguration
high or low, depending on the position of the switch. The hardware design utilizes a pull down
resistor on the select line so that if the dsPIC crashes, the system will default to the RC controller.
A typical servo signal consists of a 50 Hz pulse train with a duty cycle between 5- 10%. Since the
microcontroller and RC receiver are not in phase with one another, when the muxes switch between
autopilot and manual, there may be more or less than the typical 20 ms between pulses (Figure
2.18). This is not a problem for the servos, but the speed controller occasionally ( 1% of the time)
thinks it has a lost or corrupted signal from the receiver. This causes the speed controller to go into
a failsafe mode, where it shuts the motor down for about 5 seconds, inevitably causing a crash.
Figure 2.18: Oscilloscope Capture of "Lost Signal".
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A work around to this problem was to have the dsPIC tell the PIC32 which mode was desired,
autopilot or manual. Since the PIC32 was already reading the pilot signals, it would either send
the pilot signals back out, or send the autopilot controls. This way, the multiplexer's were always
congured to transmit the signals coming from the PIC32. As a precaution, a routine was added
to the dsPIC that would cause it to pull the mux select line low (and default to manual mode) if
it had not received information from the PIC32 for 0.1 seconds, which could be an indication that
the PIC32 had crashed. The pull down resistor is still in use in case the dsPIC fails. In the instance
that both processors crash, however, there will still be a risk of the speed controller shutting down
the motor when the muxes switch outputs.
2.3.3 EMI Protection
A major problem that was encountered during the construction of the autopilot system was electro-
magnetic interference coming from the motor and speed controller. When running at full speed,
the motor requires approximately 50 Amps, which when switched from coil to coil, creates huge
electromagnetic interference (EMI) waves emanating from both the motor and the speed controller.
In this type of environment, every wire and trace on the autopilot board acts as an antenna, absorbing
these EM waves and transmitting them to the ICs and microcontrollers as low voltage spikes. These
spikes are particularly harmful to the microcontrollers, causing them to periodically reset. Many
precautions were taken to prevent these resets, which include intelligent circuit layout that would
reduce the absorption of EMI, placing decoupling capacitors in various areas on the board, and
shielding.
While there are many factors that make a circuit board layout susceptible to EMI, loop inductance
is perhaps the one of most concern. Current used by circuit components requires a return path to
ground, and therefore must complete a loop back to the power source. The area enclosed inside
the loop is directly proportional to the amount of noise generated when electromagnetic waves pass
through the loop. Therefore, it is best to route power and ground signals as close together as
possible in order to minimize the area enclosed by the loop. Any time wires must be used, the power
and ground wires should be twisted together in order to minimize susceptibility to EMI radiation.
Decoupling capacitors were also placed across the 5V power and ground supplies as close as possible
to every IC on every Vdd and Vss pin. Dierent values of capacitors were used in order to help
dampen a wider frequency range of noise.
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When all else fails, shielding can be used to block the propagating electric eld entirely. In this
case, the compass circuit was discovered to be corrupting the power and ground planes with noise
from EMI. To remedy this problem, a grounded sheet of copper foil was wrapped around the entire
unit. Since there is no iron content in the copper foil, magnetic waves were still allowed to pass
through the shielding, allowing the compass to function properly while at the same time blocking
the EMI from the motor and speed controller.
3
State Estimation
In order to combine the noisy sensor data into useful information, a ltering method is needed. The
Kalman lter (KF) is a well known method to obtain optimal state estimates from measurement data.
A simple Kalman lter, however, requires a linear state and measurement transformation, along with
Gaussian process and measurement noise. When nonlinearities are present, an approximation to the
KF is used, called the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). In this application, a 13 state Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) adapted from [21] is used to estimate position, velocity, and attitude. In order
to be complete, a standard Kalman Filter will be reviewed followed by a review of the Extended
Kalman Filter, and nally the specic lter used in the autopilot system (slightly modied EKF).
3.1 Kalman Filter
The main goal of any optimal ltering scheme is to nd the probability density function (pdf) of
the posterior estimate given all of the measurements up to the current time. Once this posterior
pdf is found, nding the optimal estimate is simple (maximum likelihood, minimum mean squared
error, etc). The standard Kalman Filter provides a set of mathematical equations that eciently
compute an estimate of the state vector that minimizes the mean squared error. The KF equations
are recursive, and can be used to nd estimates from the past, present, or the future. There are,
however, various conditions that need to be met before the KF is truly an optimal lter.
The Kalman Filter requires that the state transition, and measurement functions are linear and
both the process and measurement noises are zero mean Gaussian. The KF also assumes that the
20
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pdf of the initial state is Gaussian, with known parameters. Given that these assumptions are
true, the probability density function can be represented with closed form equations and propagated
through the state transition and measurement functions to nd the posterior pdf of the estimate.
This is possible due to the fact that a Gaussian pdf can be completely described by only its mean
and variance, and its pdf has a simple closed form equation (3.1). Also, when a Gaussian noise
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(3.1)
Given the assumptions, the system should be governed by the following equations:
x̂k+1|k = Fx̂k|k +Guk +N (0, Qk) (3.2)
zk+1|k = Hx̂k+1|k +N (0, Rk) (3.3)
where F is the state transition matrix, G models the eect of control inputs, uk is the control
input vector at time k, and Q and R represent the noise covariances of the state prediction and
measurements respectively.
The KF equations (3.4 - 3.9) begin by making a prediction of the state estimate and its associated
covariance, followed by an update of the state and covariance estimates after the introduction of a
new measurement. State Prediction:
x̂k+1|k = Fx̂k|k +Guk (3.4)
Measurement Prediction:
ẑk+1|k = Hx̂k+1|k (3.5)
Covariance of State Prediction:
Pk+1|k = FPk|kFT +Q (3.6)
Kalman Gain:
K = Pk+1|kHT (HPk+1|kHT +R)−1 (3.7)
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State Update:
x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k +K(zk+1 − ẑk+1|k) (3.8)
Covariance Update:
Pk+1|k+1 = (I −KH)Pk+1|k (3.9)
3.2 Extended Kalman Filter
When the system dynamics and/or measurement function is nonlinear, the KF equations no longer
accurately describe the posterior pdf. A modied version of the KF, called the Extended Kalman
Filter overcomes this limitation by simply linearizing the system around the state prediction at each
time step using a Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives (i.e. a rst order Taylor Series approxima-
tion).
The state and measurement prediction are calculated using the nonlinear transformations that
are inherent to the system (3.10,3.11).
x̂k+1|k = f(xk, u) (3.10)
zk+1|k = h(x̂k+1|k) (3.11)
The Jacobians can then be calculated by taking the partial derivatives of the nonlinear state tran-





















































Once the Jacobians are found, the remaining KF equations (3.6-3.9) can be used to calculate
the state estimate. This method, however, is suboptimal because in reality, the probability density
functions are no longer Gaussian due to the nonlinear transformation, although the EKF still ap-
proximates them as Gaussian. In general, this method works well, except in extremely nonlinear
systems where the second derivatives are not negligible, causing the Gaussian approximated by the
EKF to be quite dierent from the actual pdf. There are alternatives such as the Unscented Kalman
Filter (UKF) which attempts to t a Gaussian posterior pdf by propagating a set of points through
the nonlinearities [22]. In systems where the nonlinearities are small, the EKF and UKF perform
almost identically.
3.3 Autopilot EKF
The EKF used in this application is modeled after that found in [21] and utilizes a state vector,
x̂, that is composed of the position in the navigation frame, velocity in the body frame, attitude
quaternion vector, and gyro rate biases.
x̂ = [x y z u v w q0 q1 q2 q3 bp bq br]T
The measurement vector z, is composed of the position and velocity in the navigation frame as
obtained from a GPS unit, as well as pitch and roll angles calculated from the apparent gravity
vector and yaw angle measured using a digital compass.
z = [x y z ẋ ẏ ż φ θ ψ]T
The information from the inertial measurement unit are modeled as control inputs to the system
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and are represented by the vector u.
u =
[
ẍb ÿb z̈b p q r
]T
3.3.1 State Prediction
The nonlinear state prediction model x̂k+1|k = f(x̂k, uk), is based not on the dynamics of any specic
helicopter, but rather the body frame accelerations [ẍb ÿb z̈b] and rotation rates [p q r] measured
by an onboard IMU. Using this method, the autopilot unit can more easily be transferred from one
helicopter to another without modifying the state estimation algorithm. The quaternion vector can
be predicted as shown in (3.14) using the measured body angular roll rates from the IMU and the
current quaternion vector. The predicted quaternion array must also be normalized to ensure that











































The change in position can be estimated by integrating the velocities from the previous time
step. The velocities must rst be rotated into the navigation frame before adding to the previous




























1 − q22 − q23 2(q1q2 − q0q3) 2(q1q3 + q0q2)
2(q1q2 + q0q3) q20 − q21 + q22 − q23 2(q2q3 − q0q1)
2(q1q3 − q0q2) 2(q2q3 + q0q1) q20 − q21 − q22 + q23

k
The change in velocity becomes more complicated because it is in the body frame as opposed to
the navigation frame. The body frame velocities will change as a result of rotation as well as
translation. Therefore, the body rotations must be taken into account with a cross product, as well










































The rate gyros on the IMU are modeled as having both a constant bias and random walk bias(3.17).
Due to the fact that the EKF algorithm requires that all noise present in the system is zero mean
Gaussian, it is necessary to "pre-whiten" the gyro measurements before using them in the lter. The
constant bias is estimated during initialization by averaging the output while the unit is completely
still, while the random walk bias is estimated by the EKF at every time step. The biases will be
subtracted out of every measurement before it is used in the lter, thus whitening the input noise.
ωmeas = ω + Cbias + bRW (3.17)
where
bRWk+1 = bRWk + v(t) (3.18)
v(t) = N(0, σω)
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The measurement prediction zk+1|k is calculated by simply converting the state prediction into
measurement units. In this case, the predicted position is the same as the predicted measurement
position but the velocities need to be rotated into the navigation frame and quaternions need to be




























The measurement vector consists of the helicopter position and velocity in the navigation frame,
as well as the Euler angles. The position and velocity values are obtained from the GPS unit.
The pitch and roll angles are calculated from the apparent gravity vector estimated from the IMU
accelerometers, while the yaw angle is directly measured using the magnetic compass.
z = [x y z ẋ ẏ ż φ θ ψ]T
The apparent gravity vector principle relies on the assumption that the only accelerations that
are present in the IMU measurements come from the gravity vector. Since the gravity vector always
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points downward, it is possible to derive pitch and roll angles from the measured accelerations in













The accuracy of the apparent gravity method of measuring the roll and pitch of the helicopter
relies heavily on the assumption that the helicopter is not undergoing any net accelerations, which is
not always true. Also, as seen in Section 2.2.1, the accelerometers are noisy during ight, resulting in
noisy pitch and roll measurements that are not very responsive to changes in the helicopter attitude.






radians. This causes the lter to rely more heavily on the angular rate measurements,
while the apparent gravity measurements are essentially used only to prevent divergence.
3.5 System Linearization
As explained in the previous section, the Kalman lter requires that the state and measurement
prediction equations are linear. This requirement is overcome in the Extended Kalman Filter by
simply linearizing the system equations around the predicted states. This is done by taking the
Jacobian of the state prediction equations with respect to the lter states, Fk = dfdx̂k+1|k (3.23 -
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The Jacobian of the nonlinear measurement function zk+1|k = h(xk+1|k), is found in a similar






















In this case, the measurement vector z is given as
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Because we are taking Euler angle measurements, but the state vector contains quaternions, this
part of the measurement Jacobian becomes more complex. In order to simplify the explanation,
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q20 − q21 − q22 + q23
)
(3.38)






1 − q22 − q23
)
(3.40)
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In this application, the IMU measurements are modeled as system inputs and placed in the
dynamic model equations, f . Therefore, the EKF also needs to be linearized with respect to the









































Following linearization, the system is assumed to be governed by the following equations:
x̂k+1|k = Fkx̂k|k +Guk +N(0, qk) (3.43)
ẑk+1|k = Hkx̂k+1|k +N(0, rk) (3.44)
The standard Kalman lter equations can now be implemented on the system to nd the state
prediction covariance, state update, and covariance update.
State Prediction Covariance:
Pk+1|k = FkPFTk +GkQG
T
k (3.45)
where Q = diag
[
σẍ σÿ σz̈ σφ̇ σθ̇ σψ̇
]
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Kalman Gain:











x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k +K(zk+1 − ẑk+1|k) (3.47)
Covariance Update:
Pk+1|k+1 = Pk+1|k +K(HkPk+1|kHTk +Rk+1)K (3.48)
There are, however, a few intricacies that need to be addressed in this application. First, angular
measurement equations for φ, θ, and ψ contain a nonlinearity around 0 and 2π. It is therefore
necessary to condition the innovation sequence so that the values remain between π and −π by
adding or subtracting 2π if necessary. Also, because the GPS is updating at a lower rate than
the EKF, new GPS measurements are not available at every iteration and it is therefore desired
to simply propagate the state predictions during these times. Therefore, if there is no new GPS
measurement, the corresponding measurement covariance entries in R are set to very high numbers
and the corresponding innovation entries are set to zero. This causes the lter to disregard the
GPS measurement in both the state and covariance update equations. Another possible method
could be to change the nonlinear measurement equation and the corresponding Jacobian depending
on whether a new GPS measurement was available. Although this method may have been more
ecient, it also would have required much more complex programming, and was not used.
The lter used in this project is also adaptive to varying GPS conditions. Along with posi-
tion and velocity information, the GPS outputs position and velocity accuracies. These accuracies
are assumed to be the standard deviation of the position and velocity measurements. Therefore,
the square of the received accuracies are placed in the corresponding entries of the measurement
covariance matrix, Rk.
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3.7 State Estimation Results
The EKF described in the previous sections was implemented on the PIC32 processor. After initial
coding, the processor was able to perform one iteration of the lter in approximately 50 ms, far too
slow for this application. The code was then optimized to avoid any unnecessary multiplications and
additions. This was possible because although many of the matrices were time varying, the locations
of the zero entries remained constant. With this information, the program can be optimized to
multiply matrices while only performing operations on the nonzero entries. After these optimization
steps, the time required for one iteration of the EKF was reduced to approximately 20 ms.
The plots below show the state estimation results during a pilot controlled, steady hover. Al-
though the processor is capable of running the EKF at 50 Hz, the data was recorded at 12 Hz due
to the extra computational burden of the linear quadratic regulator for control (described in the
following chapter).
Figure 3.1: Estimated Euler angles and measurements during a steady hover
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A helicopter has no aerodynamic qualities that would suggest it is capable of sustained ight. Its
historical development contains a myriad of problems, ingenious solutions to problems, and solutions
to problems caused by other solutions. The helicopter is thus an extremely complex machine that
is naturally unstable during ight. Small helicopters, as used in this work, are even more unstable
due to their very low weight and moment of inertia. These RC helicopters are nonlinear systems
that represent a very challenging control problem.
Linear controllers have been used for helicopter autopilots [11], but the tuning is very tedious
and dierent controllers are needed for dierent ight regimes and conditions. Recently, adaptive
controls [16], reinforcement learning ([12],[13]), or optimal controllers such as the linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) [23] have successfully been used for helicopter ight. The control methods used in
this application are a receding horizon LQR solved by dynamic programming, as well as a hybrid
controller utilizing an LQR for attitude control and a PID controller for position and velocity.
4.2 Basic Control Mechanisms
Most RC helicopters are controlled using cyclic collective pitch mixing (CCPM), which requires 4
control inputs, ulon, ulat, urud, and ucol. The ulon and ulat control inputs adjust the pitch of the
blades as they travel through their respective portions of the cycle. These pitch changes will cause
35
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the blades to exert more lifting force while in the front (back) or right (left) of the rotation, causing
the rotor plane to tilt back (forward) or left (right).
Using the ulon control input to tilt the plane forward/backward or the ulat control to tilt the
rotor plane left/right will cause the helicopter to pitch or roll, changing the angle of the total thrust
and therefore inducing an acceleration (Fig. 4.1). The torque exerted from the helicopter body
onto the main rotor blades is countered using the tail rotor. The rudder input, urud, increases or
decreases the pitch of the tail rotor blades, thus increasing or decreasing the force exerted from
the tail rotor and changing the yaw angle of the helicopter. The thrust provided by the tail rotor,
while osetting the torque provided by the motor, also induces a small sideways force. In order
to maintain equilibrium, a hovering helicopter must hold a slight roll in order to oset this force
(notice the small positive roll angle in Figure 3.1). The collective input ucol, increases or decreases
the pitch of the rotor blades throughout the entire rotation, thus increasing or decreasing the total
thrust provided by the main rotor. This input is also coupled to the motor power via an open loop
controller called the throttle curve. The points on the throttle curve are chosen so that the main
rotor speed is held approximately constant, compensating for the dierent motor loads imposed by
the collective inputs.
Figure 4.1: Illustration of helicopter motion (image courtesy of Darren Smith [4])
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4.3 LQR Optimal Control
The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controller provides a simple, model based MIMO control
based on minimizing a cost function associated with the state error and control magnitudes (4.1)
assuming the system follows a model of the form shown in (4.2). It is dicult to keep both the
state deviation and the control inputs low because they are competing interests, i.e. a large control
eort will bring the state to zero quickly [5]1. Eectively the cost function represents a tradeo
between input and output costs, with the relative input and output cost and value matrices given
by Rlqr and Qlqr, respectively. An example of the solution space to the LQR minimization problem
balancing the input and output costs is shown in Figure 4.2 as the boundary between the gray and
black areas [ibid]. The Rlqr and Qlqr matrices provide a method for the designer to tune the LQR,




xlqr(τ)TQlqrxlqr(τ) + ulqr(τ)TRlqrulqr(τ) (4.1)
xk+1 = Axk +Buk (4.2)
Figure 4.2: Minimization of Input and Output Costs (gure obtained from [5]
1The background material for LQR control was learned primarily from Dr. Stephen Boyd's lecture notes for EE363,
Linear Dynamical Systems, at Stanford University. Bibliographical information is given in [5]
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The 4 control inputs of an RC helicopter can be combined to form a multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) control system (4.4). The receding horizon LQR attempts to nd the optimal
control signal ulqr = −Kxlqr that will minimize the predicted cost function J(U), N time steps into
the future. The cost J(U), shown in (4.1), is a quadratic function of the state xlqr, input ulqr, and
the relative cost and value matrices Rlqr and Qlqr. (Note, the variables x, u, z, Q, R, and P do not
represent the same values as in the EKF, although sometimes their lqr subscripts may be removed
for simplicity). The state xlqr is given in (4.3) and is composed of the position error, velocity, angular
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(4.4)
There are several ways to solve this minimization, including formulating a (large) least squares
solution by substituting all of the control signals from t to t+N and solving. For long horizons and
multi-dimensional controls, however, this method becomes extremely computationally intensive and
therefore impractical (although the problem can be simplied by taking advantage of the banded
structure of the matrix, see [24]). More commonly, the LQR minimization problem is solved using a
technique called dynamic programming. The concept of dynamic programming is shown in section
4.3.1 and its application to the LQR control is explained in section 4.3.2.
4.3.1 Dynamic Programming
Dynamic Programming (DP) is a way to solve sequential minimization problems much more e-
ciently than brute force methods. The DP algorithm works by separating the optimization problem
into subproblems, and then separating the subproblems into subproblems, until the nal subproblem
is the desired nal state. The algorithm then works backwards in time, using the solution to the
previous subproblem to solve the next and so on.
A simple (discrete) example can be given as shown in Figure 4.3 where we are searching for the
most ecient route to travel from Node A to Node G. The relative distances between the nodes
are labeled on the lines connecting the nodes. The dynamic programming principle says to start at
the nal state, G. In this case, the problem is solved and the minimum distance between where we
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Figure 4.3: Dynamic Programming Minimization
are at G, and where we would like to be is zero. In the next step we will move back to the second
level nodes consisting of nodes E and F. From these points, there is only one way to node G, so this
subproblem is solved quite easily:
FGmin = FG = 3
EGmin = EG = 1













 = DE + (EG) or DF + (FG) = 6
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Finally, at the last stage, the minimum path from node A to node G can be found:
AGmin = min

AB +BGmin = 3 + 4
AC + CGmin = 1 + 5
AD +DGmin = 3 + 6
 = AC + (CE + (EG)) = 6
As you can see, the dynamic programming method was able to solve for the shortest distance
from Node A to Node G in only 11 operations. This is compared to a brute force method that
simply compares EVERY possible path from Node A to Node G, which would require 18 operations.
Although not a big improvement in this example, more complicated applications would experience
a tremendous reduction in computation.
4.3.2 Solving the LQR
In order to solve the LQR minimization problem using dynamic programming, we rst introduce
the value function (4.5), representing the minimum "cost to go" function. In the discrete example
discussed previously, the value function would be the minimum distance required to get to node G
from the current node or state, z. In solving the value function at the current state, the optimal
control sequence (or shortest path in the previous example) is also obtained.
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xk = z, and xτ+1 = Axτ +Buτ (4.6)
Solving the Value Function
It can be shown that the value function is quadratic, and thus can be expressed as:
V (z) = zTPtz (4.7)
The minimum "cost to go" at the end of the horizon is simply the nal state cost since there is
nowhere else to go:
VN (z) = zTNQlqrzN (4.8)
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And therefore, according to the Dynamic Programming principle, we can begin with k = t+N − 1,
Pt+N = Qlqr and solve the LQR problem backwards in time.
Vk(z) = minu(zTQlqrz + uTRlqru+ Vk+1(Az +Bu)) (4.9)
The form of (4.9) expresses the current minimum "cost to go" as the sum of the current cost (rst
two terms) plus the minimum "cost to go" from where we land as a result of the system dynamics
and new control signal [5]. Using (4.7), the system model, and the fact that the cost incurred due
to our current state cannot change, we can obtain:
Vk(z) = zTQlqrz +minu(uTRlqru+ (Az +Bu)TPk+1(Az +Bu)) (4.10)
Finally, we can nd the control signal u, corresponding to the minimum by setting the derivative
with respect to u equal to zero (knowing the fact that V (t) is quadratic and therefore has only one
minimum):
2uTR+ 2(Az +Bu)TPk+1B = 0 (4.11)
u∗ = −(R+BTPk+1B)−1BTPk+1Az (4.12)
Substituting (4.12) back into (4.10) gives us:
Vk(z) = zTQlqrz + u∗TRu∗ + (Az +Bu∗)TPk+1(Az +Bu∗) (4.13)






Pk = Qlqr +ATPk+1A−ATPk+1B(R+BTPk+1B)−1BTPk+1A (4.15)
The algebra between (4.13) and (4.14) is shown in Appendix A.
Finally, the LQR minimization over a nite horizon can be solved by iterating (4.15), known as
the Ricatti Recursion, backwards from k = t + N − 1 to t. The resulting Pt can then be used to
solve equation (4.12) to nd the T step ahead optimal control inputs. Theoretically, the control
inputs could be calculated for future time steps while performing the iterations, although this is not
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recommended due to inaccurate models as well as unmodeled external disturbances. The controller
used in this project uses N = 8 recursions of equation (4.15), representing .66 seconds (at 12 Hz).
This relatively short horizon was chosen due to the fact that the model is only accurate for a short
period of time and also to reduce the computational requirements.
4.3.3 Model Learning
The LQR method requires a state space system model that evolves like that shown in (4.2). The
model used in this project is a modied version of that found in [25] and is shown in (4.16). The
model represents the helicopter accelerations and angular rates as a function of the control inputs
and current state (which can then be integrated to form xlqr). The accelerations are modeled in
a local level tangent frame with the x-axis pointing out the nose of the frame (denoted as the ψ
frame). The model will then need to be linearized in order to coincide with the form shown in (4.2).
ẍψ = Mx1ẋψ +Mx2sin(θ) +D0 φ̇ = C1ulat +D1 (4.16)
ÿψ = My1ẏψ +My2sin(φ) +D2 θ̇ = C2ulon + C24ucol +D3
z̈ψ = Mz żψ + gbz + C4ucolcos(φ)cos(θ) ψ̇ = C3urud + C34ucol +D4
The coecients M, C, and D are learned from ight data using linear least squares methods. During
the ight, the pilot is asked to y the helicopter around, exercising all four control inputs while still
maintaining stable ight. This type of test allows the system to experience a larger portion of the
ight envelope than during simple hover.
It should be noted that because the accelerations are in the ψ frame, they cannot be calculated
by simply taking the dierence between two consecutive psi frame velocities because of the small
rotation that occurred during that time step. Therefore, the velocity at time step k+ 1 needs to be
rotated back into the ψ frame at time k before they can be dierenced (4.18). The 1dT terms in (4.18)






1 dT ψ̇ 0
−dT ψ̇ 1 0
0 0 1
 (4.17)




























The method in which the position coordinates are transformed from the navigation frame to the
ψ frame is through a simple rotation matrix (4.19). It was observed, however, that this rotation
was not correct in all four quadrants, due to the way the heading angle was being calculated. A
compass outputs 0◦ at due North and increases in a clockwise direction. This is opposite from
the standard mathematics notation which is 0◦ in the x-direction, and increasing in the counter-
clockwise direction. To correct this problem, the compass readings were simply negated and added
to 90 degrees. Also, the angular rate given by the IMU also needed to be negated to coincide with
the new compass readings. This solution still resulted with the rotated Y values having the wrong







After the constant coecients in (4.16) are found using least squares, the LQR state dynamics
function xlqrk+1 = flqr(xlqrk) can be calculated as shown in (4.20). The system dynamics equation,
however, is nonlinear and needs to be linearized in order to take the form of (4.2). This is done
by using the rst component of the Taylor series expansion. The Jacobians are taken of the state
transition function with respect to both the state and the input to form the A and B matrices,
respectively.
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Once the linear model is found, the controller needs to be tuned using the cost and value matrices
Rlqr and Qlqr. The values placed in these matrices are all relative to each other and the nominal
value of the state they are inuencing. For example, because the roll and pitch angles φ and θ are in
radians (and therefore a small value), the corresponding entry in the Q matrix should be relatively
large so that their impact on the control signals is on the same level as the other states. The tuning
values are particular to both the helicopter and the desired ight characteristics.
The cost and value matrices chosen for this application are shown in (4.21) and (4.22). Also, the
constant value appended to the end of the LQR state vector can never be brought to zero. For this
reason, a zero is placed in the corresponding entry of the Qlqr matrix so that it has no eect on the
control inputs.
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Rlqr =

0.5 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0.5 0
0 0 0 0.01

(4.21)
Qlqr = diag[45 45 10 60 60 10 .01 .01 .01 2000 4000 2000 10 10 10 0] (4.22)
During the tuning process, it was observed that the controller was very sensitive to changes in the roll
and pitch rates. It is believed that this is caused by the direct relationship between the angular rates
and the controller inputs. As a result, a very small value was placed in the Q matrix corresponding
to these parameters, helping to stabilize the helicopter in ight. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show roll, pitch,
and rudder outputs of the full state LQR along with the pilot commands during a hover. The full
state LQR controller generally coincides with the pilot commands. It is important to notice that
the controller commands are either in phase, or slightly ahead of the pilot. This helps to ensure that
the model was learned correctly 2.
The throttle channel did not have good results with the full state LQR. This is believed to be
caused by the fact that the throttle control has a large steady state value and therefore is not zero
mean. This contradicts the LQR's goal of keeping the control inputs low. No matter how low of
a cost given, the LQR will always try to minimize the throttle control below what is required for
ight. A possible solution to this problem would be to use the LQR to calculate throttle changes,
or ∆ucol. This would allow the controller to keep the input small, while at the same time giving
enough throttle to allow ight.
4.3.5 Flight Results
Flight test results for the full state LQR controller are shown in Figures 4.6-4.7. Perhaps the rst
thing that is noticed is the oscillatory nature of the ight. The controller shows marginal stability in
the position and velocity, with any small external disturbances causing an unstable reaction. Slightly
lowering the entries in the Q matrix corresponding to the position and velocity values signicantly
2An attempt was made to learn what the autopilot response should be based on the pilot's controls using a least
squares estimation. This resulted in autopilot commands that coincided very well with the pilot's, except they lagged
behind slightly. It was determined that this was due to the autopilot learning the eect of the pilot's commands
rather than the cause (i.e. if the helicopter was pitching forward at the time, it was most likely because the pilot was
giving a positive pitch input). This resulted in the autopilot doing exactly the opposite of what should be done to
control the helicopter.
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Figure 4.4: Pilot's Roll commands as compared with full state LQR outputs during a steady hover.
Figure 4.5: Pilot's Pitch commands as compared with full state LQR outputs during a steady hover.
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reduced this oscillation, but then a very poor position accuracy would result as the helicopter would
simply drift away from its commanded position without even trying to return. Although only
marginal position and velocity stability was able to be achieved with the full state LQR controller,
it was observed that the LQR does extremely well at maintaining the proper attitude, giving way
to a dierent controller design.
Figure 4.6: Flight test results for full state LQR controller.
Figure 4.7: Flight test results for full state LQR controller.
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4.4 Hybrid PID/LQR Control
After observing the marginal position stability of the LQR controller, the idea of a hybrid PID/LQR
controller was conceived. In this architecture, a PID position controller would serve as the outer loop,
feeding commanded attitudes to an inner LQR attitude controller (Figure 4.8). Using this method,
the outer PID loop could be tuned intuitively by watching the helicopter ight, while the inner loop
LQR could handle the nonlinear attitude dynamics of the helicopter. Another advantage to this
method is drastically reduced computational requirements. Since the yaw and throttle dynamics are
relatively simple, they could also be moved to separate PID controllers. Where the full state LQR
utilized a 16 degree state vector, the hybrid LQR needs only a 5 degree state vector.
Figure 4.8: Control Loop for the Hybrid LQR Controller
4.4.1 PIDD2 Position Controller
In the hybrid PID/LQR, the objective of the position controller is to output commanded angles to
the attitude LQR controller. Initially, a simple PD controller was implemented in the position loop.
This controller, however, was unstable and additional damping did not succeed in stabilizing the
system. It was then determined that another derivative term was necessary. An extra derivative
term would add an extra amount of phase lead, or prediction to the controller, presumably allowing
it to hold a stable position.
It was concluded that the extra derivative term could be incorporated in a more straightforward
way by chaining together a proportional position controller with a PD velocity controller. This
method eectively adds the additional derivative term to the controller, while maintaining the sim-
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plicity and intuitive nature of the standard PD controller. Figure 4.9 shows the position/velocity
control loop interpretation of the PDD2 controller. Appendix B shows that this method is equivalent
to a PDD controller with the proper selection of gains.
Figure 4.9: Hybrid LQR Control Loop with PDD2 position controller expanded.










The desired velocities are then fed into a separate PD velocity controller (4.25-4.26)


















In order to eliminate the steady state error, an integral term should be added to the outer loop
velocity controller. An interesting question becomes whether to accumulate the velocity errors in
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the navigation frame or the ψ coordinate frame. The solution relies on the fact that there are two
causes of the steady state errors, external forces such as wind, or trim errors (i.e. the helicopter is
o balance). External wind forces will result in a steady state error in the navigation frame, whereas
trim osets will result in steady state errors in the ψ frame. If the helicopter rotates during its hover,
the accumulated integral control could cause problems if it is accumulated in the wrong coordinate
frame.
Since this autopilot system was initially intended only to hover the helicopter with limited way-
point capability, a constant heading angle could be maintained throughout the entire ight, eec-
tively making this a moot point. Currently, the system calculates the integral of the velocity error in
the navigation frame and consequently rotates it back to the ψ frame to be added to the commanded
attitude, thus modifying (4.25-4.26) as is shown in (4.29-4.30).


































The LQR controller for the attitude is essentially a trimmed down version of the full state LQR
described in 4.3. The state vector of the attitude LQR (4.33) consists of the angular rates, attitude
errors, and some constants, or states 7,8,10,11, and 16 of the original LQR state vector. The cost
and value matrices Qhyb and Rhyb consist of the relevant portions of the full state LQR Qhyb and
Rhyb as shown in (4.36 - 4.37). The same concept applies for the A and B matrices (4.34 - 4.35). In
fact, with the removal of the position, velocity, and acceleration terms, the dynamic model is now
linear. In this case, however, since the controller is attempting to track the commanded attitude
output from the position PDD2 controller, the state vector is composed of the attitude errors. This
way the LQR controller will attempt to minimize the attitude errors, and not necessarily the angles
themselves. The attitude LQR controller can be solved by iterating (4.15) from k = t+N − 1 back
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to k = t and using the result to solve (4.12) for the control inputs.
xhyb = xlqr(7, 8, 10, 11, 16) =
[
φ̇ θ̇ φ− φdes θ − θdes 1
]
(4.33)
Ahyb = Alqr([7, 8, 10, 11, 16], [7, 8, 10, 11, 16]) =

0 0 0 0 D1
0 0 0 0 D3
dT 0 1 0 0
0 dT 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

(4.34)









Qhyb = Qlqr([7, 8, 10, 11, 16], [7, 8, 10, 11, 16]) =

.01 0 0 0 0
0 .01 0 0 0
0 0 2000 0 0
0 0 0 4000 0
0 0 0 0 0

(4.36)




Figures 4.10 - 4.11 show the commanded pitch and roll angles from the position loop along with
the actual pitch and roll angles. It is easily observed that the attitude LQR controller performs
extremely well in this case, following the commanded attitudes closely.
4.4.3 Yaw Angle and Altitude PID Controller
The altitude and yaw angle dynamics on a helicopter are much simpler than the roll and pitch.
For this reason, separate linear controllers were implemented for each. The altitude loop utilizes
a controller similar to the position controller described in Section 4.4.1, while the yaw angle loop
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Figure 4.10: Commanded roll angle and roll angle obtained by LQR attitude controller.
Figure 4.11: Commanded pitch angle and pitch angle obtained by LQR attitude controller.
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currently uses only a proportional controller.
Altitude Control
The altitude controller consists of a proportional position control loop that outputs a desired climb
rate saturated at ±1m/s. The desired climb rate is then input to a PID controller which outputs a
throttle control signal to result in a control loop similar to the one shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12: The altitude controller uses a similar structure to the X and Y position controllers
except without the LQR.
żdesk = Kzzerrk (4.38)
ucolk = Kż żerrk +Kdż(żerrk − żerrk−1) +Kiż
k∑
i=1
żerri + u0 (4.39)
where
zerrk = zdes − zk
żerrk = żdesk − żk
The integral portion in this controller is obviously needed in order to reduce the huge steady
state error that would otherwise exist. It can be thought of as a kind of "auto-trim" for the collective
control because a fairly large amount of collective input (≈ 60%) is required to counter the earth's
gravity before any climb can occur. The DC constant shown in (4.39) helps to decrease the amount
of time required for the integral to accumulate enough to lift the helicopter o the ground.
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Rather than placing the integral term in the velocity control loop, another option would have been
to use the integrator in the position controller. This way, the integrator would have accumulated
position errors and therefore aected the commanded velocity. The problem with this method,
however, is the integral wind up. During takeo, the helicopter begins well below its desired altitude,
so the integral becomes positive and slowly increases the collective input. If it is in the position
loop, it will continue to increase until the helicopter reaches the desired altitude. It will remain
positive, however, until the helicopter hovers above its commanded altitude long enough to decrease
the collective input down to its steady state value. The implementation used in this work, on the
other hand, will integrate the velocity error until the desired velocity (not position) is reached. This
method will result in a velocity overshoot rather than a position overshoot. Also, due to the fact
that the commanded climb rates are saturated, this should occur relatively quickly and thus result
in a much smaller velocity overshoot, especially when high altitudes are commanded.
Yaw Angle Controller
The yaw angle dynamics are perhaps the simplest of all the helicopter controls. This is due to the
yaw rate gyro that comes standard with most RC helicopters. The rate gyro automatically dampens
any yawing motion of the helicopter with an adjustable gain. Therefore, a simple proportional
controller can be used to control the helicopter heading (4.40).
urudk = Kψψerrk (4.40)
where
ψerrk = ψdesk − ψ and −π ≤ ψerrk ≤ π
Since only hovering is being performed, ψdes is set to the initial heading. Later this may be changed
to point towards the next waypoint (although this may aect the controller due to the integral
dilemma mentioned previously).
4.4.4 Flight Test Results
The hybrid PID/LQR controller was implemented and tested on the Align Trex 600 helicopter with
excellent results. The PID portion of the controller was tuned intuitively by watching the helicopter
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in ight. Figure (4.13) shows the GPS positions logged by the helicopter during hovering ights by
both the autopilot and an expert human pilot (adjusted for zero mean). It can easily be seen that
the autopilot system does as well or better than the human pilot at holding a steady position. Also,
Figure (4.14) shows the altitude error of the helicopter during the autopilot controlled hover along
with that of the human pilot (also adjusted for zero mean).
Figure 4.13: The hybrid PID/LQR controller is capable of hovering as well as an expert human
pilot.
Figure 4.14: Altitude comparison between autopilot and expert human pilot.
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In order to test the overall stability of the controller, the safety pilot was instructed to assume
manual control and take the helicopter far away from its desired hovering location before ipping
back to autopilot. This eectively shows the step response of the controller, a common method for
analyzing control systems.
The step response of the X and Y position controllers are shown in Figures 4.15 - 4.16. While
both controllers demonstrate good stability and control, the Y direction controller appears to have a
much lower settling time and less overshoot than the X controller. This behavior persists despite the
X axis controller gains and saturation limits being tuned to the point of marginal stability (notice
the oscillations in the response). It is believed that the longitudinal (X) axis has a much higher
moment of inertia than the lateral (Y) axis, causing a delay in initial motion, as well as a delay in
stopping once the desired location has been reached. Since stability was the main focal point of this
control system, the slightly slower X position response is tolerated.
Figure 4.15: Step response of the overall positioning controller in the X-direction. The plot begins
at the moment the autopilot resumed control.
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Figure 4.16: Step response of the overall positioning controller in the Y-direction. The plot begins
at the moment the autopilot resumed control.
4.5 Waypoints
Although waypoint ying was not an initial goal of this thesis, preliminary waypoint implementation
has been done in order to show that the controller is capable of performing this task. Since there
is no user interface currently made for the ground station, the waypoints are hard coded into the
microcontroller before the ight. A simple navigation function was written to check the three
dimensional distance between the helicopter and the desired waypoint. When the distance was less
than some threshold ε, the desired location was moved to the next waypoint in a circular fashion.
For the sake of this test, ε = 5m.
D =
√
(Xheli −Xway)2 + (Yheli − Yway)2 + (Zheli − Zway)2 (4.41)
During the test, the helicopter took o (in autopilot) from the point (0,0) and successfully ew
the waypoint path. The helicopter maintained its yaw angle orientation throughout the entire ight,
causing the section between points (0,0) and (25,-25) to be a straight forward ight, the section
between (25,-25) and (0,-50) to be movement to the right of the helicopter and so on. It can be
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Figure 4.17: Waypoint following with the autopilot system.
observed that the rst section is obviously the best and straightest path, with the second section
the worst. This could be a result of the left/right direction (and roll angle) controllers being better
tuned than the forward/reverse (and pitch angle) controllers. Since the left/right controller is able
to hold a smaller error, there is less cross-track error in this section than the others.
5
Conclusions and Future Directions
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis detailed the development of an autopilot system for an RC sized helicopter. The system
fuses data from a GPS unit, IMU, magnetic compass, and absolute air pressure sensor to provide
an estimate of the position, velocity, and attitude of the helicopter. Two types of controlling ar-
chitectures were designed and tested: a full state LQR, and a unique hybrid PID/LQR method.
Although both controlling methods were able to y the helicopter, the hybrid PID/LQR controller
signicantly outperformed the full state LQR. Successful hovering ights have been performed and
the robustness of the controller has been demonstrated by intentionally placing the helicopter far
away from its desired hover location. Waypoint capability has also been shown with the preliminary
waypoint test.
Overall, the hardware implementation proved to be one of the most dicult challenges associated
with this thesis. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) from the electric motor caused the microcon-
trollers to reset on occasion. This type of intermittent problem is very dicult to nd, and even
more dicult to correct. Another challenge was processing the analog signals from the magnetic
compass. Not only did a reset circuit have to be built, but the sensor signals also needed to be
conditioned, and the heading estimate tilt compensated. Future iterations of this autopilot system
may utilize a new magnetic compass with all of these corrections built into the same sensor.
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5.2 Future Directions
The nal system presented in this thesis was a great success, achieving every goal set forth in the
project. There are a number of improvements that can be made and features that could be added,
however, both in the unit itself and its possible uses. A few of these possibilities will be discussed
in this section.
Immediate improvements could be recognized by developing a professional printed circuit board
for all of the components. Using intelligent layout techniques, additional EMI immunity could be
added; as well as the inherent minitiarization. Also, an aluminum1enclosure could be used to contain
the main board, IMU, compass, and modem to further protect the circuit from both the weather
and EMI.
A graphical user interface (GUI) could be designed for the ground station computer allowing
interaction with the autopilot while in the air. This could provide real time telemetry analysis,
waypoint modication, controller tuning, etc. during ight. The ground station software could also
include a simple application for learning the dynamics model for the LQR. Failsafe procedures could
also be implemented if the helicopter is out of communication range with the software, as well as
alarms to notify the user of potentially dangerous situations (e.g. low batteries).
More challenging improvements for the autopilot system could be to do away with the GPS
system and utilize cameras and image processing for location and possibly attitude estimation. This
would allow the units to be used indoors where GPS signals are blocked, opening up a wide array
of new applications. Additionally, software could be written to use swarms of these helicopters to
cooperate and perform a single task.
There are a vast number of dierent applications that could benet from the use of unmanned
helicopters and UAVs in general. This thesis has only begun to explore the possible applications of
UAVs. Given the emerging technologies of the 21st century, it is only a matter of time before UAVs
begin to replace piloted air vehicles for all applications ranging from military to civilian.




The ugly algebra between (4.13) and (4.14). For simplicity, we will drop the * superscript from the
optimal control input and the lqr subscript will be dropped from the Q and R.
Vk(z) = zTQz + uTRu+ (Az +Bu)TPk+1(Az +Bu) (A.1)
Expanding out the third term gives us:
Vk(z) = zTQz + uTRu+ zTATPk+1(Az +Bu) + uTBTPk+1(Az +Bu) (A.2)
Vk(z) = zTQz + uTRu+ zTATPk+1Az + zTATPk+1Bu+ uTBTPk+1Az + uTBTPk+1Bu (A.3)
Substituting (4.12) into (A.3):
Vk(z) = zTQz + zTATPTk+1B(R+B
TPk+1B)−TR(R+BTPk+1B)−1BTPk+1Az + zTATPk+1Az −




m = (R+BTPk+1B)−1 (A.4)
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So we have:
Vk(z) = zTQz + zTATPTk+1Bm













































Finally, after substituting s = 0 back into Equation A.6, we get:
Vk(z) = zT [Q+ATPk+1A−ATPk+1B(R+BTPk+1B)−1BTPk+1A]z (A.11)
Appendix B
PID Proof
Here we show that the PID implementation method shown in Figure 4.9 is equivalent to a position
PID controller with two derivatives. The derivation is shown for the x direction, but applies equally
to any direction. First, let us dene:
e(k) = xdes − xk (B.1)
Using the backward dierence method:
d
dt




















(e(k)− e(k − 1))− 1
dT











(e(k)− 2e(k − 1) + e(k − 2))
A standard PD controller implemented in discrete time can be shown to be of the form:
u(k) = Gpe(k) +
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With the addition of a second derivative term:
u(k) = Gpe(k) +
Gd(e(k)− e(k − 1))
dT
+
Gd2(e(k)− 2e(k − 1) + e(k − 2))
dT 2
(B.5)
Going back to the implemented controller and substituting (4.23) into (4.25) we have:
θdes = Kpv(Kpe(k)− ẋk) +Kdv [(Kpe(k)− ẋk)− (Kpe(k − 1)− ẋk−1)] (B.6)
= KpvKpe(k)−Kpvẋk +KdvKpe(k)−Kdvẋk −KdvKpe(k − 1) +Kdvẋk−1
Note that because our xdes is considered mostly constant from run to run, we can show:
e(k) = xdes − xk (B.7)
e(k − 1) = xdes − xk−1
e(k)− e(k − 1) = xk−1 − xk




(xk − xk−1) (B.8)








(e(k − 1)− e(k − 2)) (B.10)











(e(k)− e(k − 1))
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(e(k − 1)− e(k − 2))
)
Rearranging terms yields:






(e(k)− e(k − 1)) + Kdv
dT
(e(k)− 2e(k − 1) + e(k − 2)) (B.11)
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Equation (B.11) is equivalent to (B.5) if Gp = KpvKp, Gd = Kpv +KdvKpdT , and Gd2 = KdvdT .
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